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Editorial 

Last month I mentioned my need to go back to school to relearn how to 
operate the DCC system for decoder equipped LGB locos. This month’s 
feature is on the teacher’s – Mike Leppan - layout in Cape Town. 
But before reporting on that, I also had the privilege of visiting Graham 
Duncan Smith in Cape Town. What is significant about the photo below 
is that it features three quarters of the South African membership of the 
16mm NG Association (Jeremy Clarke where were you?) . L to R Jamie 
Hart, Graham Duncan Smith (mine host and South African contact for 
the Association and the handsome devil on the right is your editor) here 
seen admiring some of GDS's prolific and beautiful, nearly finished 
handiwork. At rear a NGG11 (second series); at left Tongaat Bagnall 
'Isibutu'; right a meths fired (just to be different!) Hunslett with manually 
operated draincocks; front double Fairlie Little Wonder. 
If you are interested in large scale modeling and should you be in Cape 
Town I recommend that you send your wife off shopping (dangerous I 
know) and pay Graham a visit. His home is a veritable Aladdin’s cave 
and I promise you will not be disappointed. There are some beautiful 
models in several different scales and gauges on display. Apart from 
being a talented model builder ever willing to share his knowledge 
Graham is also a Land Rover restorer. 
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Mike Leppan’s LGB layout 
Prior to LGB going into receivership and being bought by Marklin (which 
also went bung but that is another story) Mike had the agency for LGB in 
South Africa. He is a font of knowledge about the company and its 
products. The feature that attracted me to LGB was its robustness (the 
Nuremberg made items not the later Chinese models) By upgrading the 
older models to DCC you end up with something that will last a lifetime. 
Mike has done just that with virtually all my locos. The sight and sound 
of a DCC equipped loco is pretty imposing and impressive. 
Mike started a LGB garden layout about 12 years ago. Initially the layout 
was on a small scale but now it takes up a considerable area of his back 
garden. 
This is a true LGB layout. The track, locos and rolling stock are all LGB. 
The only non LGB items are his controllers – Massoth Dimax System - 
but the company concerned is virtually a member of the family anyway. 
After going through a number of iterations the layout currently comprises 
two independent circuits. This will not be a permanent arrangement as 
plans are afoot and indeed provision made to join the two circuits.  
The layout can be controlled automatically by computer, all decoders 
and switching routes operated from a PC, working so realistically – 
slowing and stopping locos and flipping switches and signals 
automatically before easing the trains out of a siding. 
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The current layout (as drawn in High Care when Mike was 
recovering from a hernia repair operation) 

 
The view from the stoep (veranda for non Afrikaans speakers) 

 
If you want to see what 20 tons of earth and stones look like, refer the 
photo below (All hand shoveled/wheelbarrowed. No wonder Mike 
needed a hernia operation, well two actually).  
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An inexpensive but perfectly satisfactory entry point to LGB –
Schoema diesel shunter 
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With reference to the photo above Mike and I often debate the cost of 
becoming involved in G scale. I have been proposing local production of 
code 250 track as Murray Kyle did some years ago in Durban. (Murray 
then hand built his own points). Not buying code 332 track is one way of 
reducing entry costs. Another is to buy a small loco – especially a non 
DCC one like the Schoema shunter above. As one’s financial position 
improves the loco can be converted to DCC with sound. The result is 
pretty awesome. 
Before developing the theme of local production further, below is a photo 
of mine host, electrical engineer extraordinaire.  
Dr Mike at work rewiring what started out as a LGB Alco diesel. 

 
SARM (No, not the Anabolic Steroid but SAR Models) 
I had been hearing an increasing amount about Jan Gouws and his 
SARM operation. Initially the buzz concerned SAR prototype HO models 
but more recently it was about the larger scales. Last month a SARM 
produced gauge 1 Trans Karoo rake was featured being run at Wings 
Wheels and Whistles. Jan faces a problem in deciding on scale when he 
models SAR. If he builds to ‘G scale’ bearing in mind our mainlines at 3’ 
6” are classified as narrow gauge, the nearest scale would be what LGB 
used initially to launch its product based on metre gauge (3’ 3 3⁄8”), the 
scale ratio being1:22.5. 
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Alternatively assume you wanted to run your SAR prototype rolling stock 
behind a Marklin gauge 1 loco, to keep such stock in scale you would 
probably use a scale ratio of 1:32.  Bearing in mind the limited market for 
large scale items based on SAR standard gauge this produces quite a 
dilemma for Jan i.e. to concentrate on G scale or gauge 1. (As an aside, 
the market for SAR 2 foot narrow gauge i.e. 16mm scale running on 
32mm track is considerable larger but mainly overseas.)  
It was a privilege and a pleasure to meet Jan and his model builder Roy 
at Mike’s and to see further examples of Jan’s handiwork, in particular 
the conversion of two LGB Alco diesels to SAR prototypes, one a Class 
33 and the other a Class 35 (the loco above Mike was working on).  
Jan can be contacted at sarm@telkomsa.net or 0829372414. 
Class 33  

 
The loco is pulling 3 LGB hoppers which have been overpainted to 
represent SAR FGD-1s.  
Some may question this approach but it is the best that can be done 
under the circumstances. While some liberties have had to be taken with 
scale, the cost of scratch building or even producing the model via 
additive printing probably rules out these options so I repeat my mantra 
– use what you have. 
Incidentally, the catenary on the line is for decorative purposes only. It 
does not conduct any electricity. 
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SARM G scale model of diner ‘Limpopo’ posing on the viaduct 

 
A neat solution to crossing the path problem. Note 1:1 scale foot 
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Turntable to be installed left rear. 

 
Buildings all illuminated just as one would expect from an electrical 
engineer! 
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At rear right the automatic LGB track cleaner used when the 
manual one (Jonathan Horne) is displaying militant labour 
tendencies. 
Middle left Mike’s grandson’s LGB TOYTRAINS novelty items 
proving you are never too young (or too old!) to play with trains. 
Front left plastic box left used to house the decoders which control 
the points.  
Front right a delightful LGB French Corpet loco. 

 
O ye’ll tak the high road and I’ll tak the low road (traditional Scots 
song) 
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The station just below the stoep to be expanded with more sidings. 
As can be seen Mike’s track ‘floats’ on the ballast but he uses 
clamps to ensure secure good conducting joints. 
Points all digitally controlled and have lights to show in which 
direction they are set. 

 
Thanks to Mike and Jo for their hospitality on a most enjoyable day. 
Stop Press! 
This edition of the NSC was ‘put to bed’ so to speak early in September 
as I was to be away for half the month. However I must refer to a 
subsequent development namely the generosity of Robin Atkinson who 
donated some HO and N gauge items to the Highway Model Railway 
Club which will be used by the club to build exhibition layouts. The 
construction thereof will be serialized in the NSC. Watch this space! 


